December 31,2004 Khutbah: THIS IS ALREADY WRITTEN DOWN IN THE BOOK
I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
Last week I addressed you and also before that, many other times about God’s Absolute
Authority 165 (attribute of Al-Samad 165) that is challenged by humans in the form of “rebellion and
disobedience of His Laws and Commands.” I also stated the verses showing that “He is the Lord of
forgiveness,” and also “the Lord of retribution.” Humans like to see a Lord full of mercy and
forgiveness, fulfilling their needs and wishes all the time; but they do not want to accept or believe the
Lord that also showers them with punishment and retribution, when they challenge His Authority. That
is why most of them have turned to worshiping dead humans or statues, which are utterly powerless and
harmless. They feel satisfied with what they are doing. A little window of awakening comes to them
when a major catastrophe happens, but closes fast, and they continue on the same path of deviation.
What happened on a nice and sunny morning on December 26, 2004, is an example of the
“system of God.” He unleashed His forces by sending a powerful earthquake, which in turn caused huge
tidal ( Tsunami) waves across many nations, thereby killing close to a hundred and fifty thousand or
more. Many thousands more were injured, left desperate, heartbroken, displaced and homeless. It is time
for human beings to reflect, upon God, when a disaster of this magnitude happens, which is totally out
of human knowledge or control.
When God blesses humans, they are not appreciative and do not care to observe or remember
Him. When He sends retribution, they are supposed to reflect and believe in Him, but they do not
change their ways. They keep wondering why God punished and killed their loved ones. Here is a quote
from a local newspaper about a Hindu congregation. The priest was asked, “why have we been cursed
like this?” He answered: “The only solution is to worship God.”
The question was logical and right; and so was the answer; - “to worship God.” But the answer
did not define God. Humans have so many different gods, that this kind of answer can be vague and
misleading. But they do not know the One, True Lord of the Universe, and what He has commanded.
They do not even make an effort to find out which religion presents the teachings of this One God.
Therefore, their fate is sealed. The night preceding the disaster was full moon in India, and the people
were busy celebrating a festival for their idol called, “the god of dance.” In other countries also, the
Hindus were celebrating the same festival. They are dumbfounded and speechless, when they cannot
figure out why their “god of dance” would send a punishment like this, when they were worshiping him.
They have no idea that the idols they worship are totally powerless, and that “ALL POWER BELONGS
TO ALLAH.” I will cite to you a very important verse that occurs only one time in the Quran, and
carries verse number 165; being the G.V. of Al-Samad, and the Shahadah. The verse is in two parts,
and Proofs of the “Most Sacred, ALLAH,” are embedded in it.
2:165 Part 1: Yet, some people set up idols to rival Allah, and love them as if they are Allah. Those
who believe love Allah the most.
2:165 Part 2: If only the transgressors could see themselves when they see the retribution! They will
realize then that all power belongs to Allah, and that Allah’s retribution is awesome.
Revealed: The letters of Allah for each part are: 24 - 25 = diff. of 1. ALLAH IS ONE AND ALONE.
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Revealed: The total number of Allah letters are 49, and my name letters are 68, revealing a difference
of precisely 19, proving Allah is Wahid, ( One ). This also serves as His Authorization for me.
Let me join the two important statements from each part of the verse. The believing men and
women who believe in this Most Powerful Lord, called Allah, do so because it is now proven also.
2:165 Those who believe love Allah the most.
All Power belongs to Allah.
Revealed: The letters of Allah are 9 – 8 = diff. of 1, proving that the Lord of the Believers has “All
the Power.”
“Those who believe love Allah the most.”
Question: How can you do it?
Answer: The G.V. of Allah letters is 100, ( meaning 100 percent ), while G.V. of my letters is 262,
revealing the difference of 162, and the G.V. of “The Islam” ( religion of Submission) is 162. The
G.V. of Al-Salat is also 162.
Everyone in their right mind knows that God is running the Universe but He has clearly
stated that “God is the Lord of the believers only, while the disbelievers have no Lord,” as in
47:11.
47:11 This is because Allah is the Lord of those who believe, while the disbelievers have no Lord.
REVEALED: The letters of Allah are precisely 19, proving the Verse to be absolutely True.
This reveals that you have to submit fully to Allah, by believing in His messenger, to prove
that you obey and submit to His Absolute Authority, by receiving “guidance through His
messengers.”
The split of letters of Allah in verse 2:165 for each part is 24 and 25. Taking these numbers, God
creates another verse to prove that He is the One, True Lord, and is behind this Inspiration. The
numbers become Chapter 24, verse 25.
25:25 On that day, Allah will requite them fully for their works, and they will find out that Allah
is the Truth.
REVEALED: The letters of Allah are precisely 19, proving that HE IS ONE. Praise be to Allah.
Revealed: The Allah Letters are 19, and my letters are 33, revealing the diff. of 14, being the
Revelation of “Seven Pairs.”
This disaster affected the Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Christians and quite a few Jews, who
were tourists in the area. The tourists on the islands of Thailand described those beach resorts as picture
perfect and similar to paradise on Earth. The description of these places is sunny skies, blue or turquoise
ocean water, green surroundings, white sand, palm trees, and hospitable and pleasing local people.
Question: Was anyone praising God at all, that morning, for creating all this and much more?
Was any thinking about the brief span of life, and the purpose behind it.?
Was anyone thinking that all this is an illusion, and there is a specific reason for our creation?
It seems unlikely that God was on anyone’s mind, the One, True God. According to His
System, and this is not the first or the last time, that this so-called heaven on earth was turned upside
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down, leaving thousands dead; with trauma and misery for those left alive. The worldly materials of
property, furniture, cars, buses, trucks, jewelry, money, personal documents, and other various goods
and merchandise, was washed away like garbage, becoming rubble; only to be “witnessed” by those left
alive that all the materials of this life are “only an illusion.”
Besides reading and reciting the Quran, I observe that the verses actually fulfill themselves by
“playing out” in our real lives, for us to witness. For example, the punishment was sudden, and the
people were stunned. This statement is in the Quran. Another example, 56:70 talks about turning your
drinking water in to salty water. This is exactly what happened with the ocean water moving inland,
where people had no clean drinking water left anymore. There were reports that a young boy was
orphaned, after having lost his parents and siblings, about parents who lost their children, about people
who lost their spouses, about a man who carried his mother to safety and rushed back to get his old
father, only to find out that he was washed away and disappeared. In the panic and confusion of such
catastrophes, the natural tendency of humans is to save themselves first. There is no time to think of
others. Here is the Quranic verses describing the above scene.
80:33 Then, when the blow comes to pass.
80:34 That is the day one flees from his brother.
80:35 From his mother and father.
80:36 From his spouse and children.
80:37 Each one of them, on that day, worries about his own destiny.
70:10 No friend will care about his close friend.
70:11 When they see them, the guilty will wish he could give his own children as ransom, to spare him
the retribution of that day.
70:12 Also his spouse, and his brother.
70:13 Even his whole tribe that raised him.
70:14 Even all the people on earth, if it would save him.
This disaster was an enormous punishment from the Most Gracious. It will have lingering and
ongoing consequences for millions of people torn apart from their families and loves ones, and also for
being homeless. The chance of contracting diseases is also imminent and inevitable, unless the world
nations rally to help these people out. It is hard for us to comprehend and fully grasp God’s system of
“life and death,” and His wisdom behind “forgiveness and mercy” for some, and “retribution” for the
others. Through the verses the reasons are given for everything, though.
Any human tragedy makes me grieve and I feel sad at the loss of life, and the suffering and
misery of other people. But it makes me more sad when the majority or people do not care to open their
eyes and ears and minds to look at the truthful message from the Most Gracious, and to realize that true
belief in Him can truly change their lives. Here are some verses:
69:48 This is a reminder for the righteous.
69:49 We know; some of you are rejectors.
REVEALED: The letters of Allah are 6 and 5, revealing the Absolute Authority of the One God.
69:50 It is but sorrow for the disbelievers.
69:51 It is the absolute truth.
REVEALED: The G.V.s of letters of the messenger are 284 and 394, revealing the difference of
110, which is the G.V. of the Shahadah, “La Elaha Ella Hoo,” proving that Allah is One, and His
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Absolute Authority to send messengers, which at this time confirms my name through His
Revelations. Glory be to my Lord.
Believing men and women are supposed to be charitable all the time. I urge all of you to help the
survivors of this disaster in any way you can; with your money, clothing, food etc. Above all, convey the
message to the people, at every opportunity, about the System of God, and how to avoid His retribution.
The preaching of God’s message should take precedent over all priorities of our lives, as we will be
questioned by the Most Wise.
7:6 Part 1: We will certainly question those who received the message,
Part 2: And we will question the messengers.
REVEALED: my letters for each part are: 13 – 12 = diff. of 1, Preaching the Message of One God.
REVEALED: The total letters of Allah are precisely 14, Preaching the Message of the “Seven
Pairs.”
One of the main reasons mentioned in the Quran for “retributions,” is “rejection of God’s
messengers.” I will recite a few verses for you to reflect. The punishments can come with an
“announcement,” or come “suddenly.” These verses are accompanied by verses on messengers, as you
can see:
6:47 Say, “What if Allah’s retribution came to you suddenly, of after an announcement, is it not the
wicked who incur annihilation.?
6:48 We do not send the messengers except as deliverers of good news, as well as warners. Those who
believe and reform have nothing to fear, nor will they grieve.
6:49 As for those who reject our revelations, they incur the retribution for their wickedness.
6:42 We have sent (messengers) to communities before you, and we put them to the test through
adversity and hardship, that they may implore.
6:43 If only they implored when our test afflicted them! Instead, their hearts were hardened, and the
devil adorned their works in their eyes.
6:44 When they thus disregard the message given to them, we open for them the gates of everything.
Then, just as they rejoice in what was given to them, we punish them suddenly, they become utterly
stunned.
6:45 The wicked are thus annihilated. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the universe.
In 6:44, what message is Allah indicating here at this time? Let us find out.
Part of verse: “When they thus disregard the message given to them,”
2nd Part of Vs. “ “We open for them the gates of everything.”
REVEALED: the letters of Allah are 6 and 5, a diff. of 1; indicating the Truth of the “Revelation of 1”
bestowed upon myself. Glory be to my Lord.
In 6:45, He clarifies that the wicked are punished by Him and takes credit for it by praising His
name, and revealing the name of the messenger also, through whom this clear message is sent.
Part of Vs. “The wicked are thus annihilated.”
Part of Vs. “Praise be to Allah, Lord of the universe.”
REVEALED: The letters of Allah are 7 and 8, a diff. of 1; proving that He is the ONE who sends
retributions.
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REVEALED: “And Praise be to Allah, Lord of the universe.”
The G.V. of my name letters in this most important statement and verse is revealed to be 306, being the
G.V. of my full name, Makbool Husain.
This shows the importance of the Message, and Allah is the One who sent the Quran and designed its
letters, verses, paragraphs and chapters. THIS IS NOT A COINCIDENCE. This is mercy of the Most
Gracious upon me.
“ A PROPHECY:”
Over the last few years of our lives, after the revelations of the Sacred Codes of the Quran, we have seen
disasters of many different kinds, and in many different countries. They are too many to count. And they
have affected many different countries. These calamities can be straight from God, as through the forces
of nature, controlled by Him, such as earthquakes, floods, cyclones, volcanoes, hurricanes, mudslides,
etc., or they could be through humans, like civil war, foreign aggression, sectarian violence, terrorism,
destruction and demolition of homes and crops, etc.; which are also controlled by God. Lately, bombing
of innocent civilians, by local people, and the indiscriminate bombing by military forces, is just another
way of people suffering retribution. The absence of “peace,” and the presence of ever-looming “fear,” is
another form of retribution. To understand the truth, let me recite verse 17:58
17:58 Part 1:There is not a community that we will not annihilate before the Day of Resurrection,
or inflict severe retribution upon them.
REVEALED: The letters of Allah are precisely 19, confirming the Truth of the Prophecy.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 155, and G.V. of my letters is 904; placing them side by side, we
get: 155,904 = 14 x 11136, and in reverse order, we get, 904,155 = 7 x 129165
Glory be to Allah, this shows that this verse applies in our generation and to the Message of the Seven
Pairs, which is a “Special Revelation” from the Almighty.
17:58 Part 2: THIS IS ALREADY WRITTERN DOWN IN THE BOOK.
Explanation of Verse: It has already been decreed by Allah, Knower of the Future, before sending us
here on earth, that very few will follow His laws, and His authority, in order to believe in Him. They
will mostly reject whatever comes from Him, thereby siding with satan in challenging His Absolute
Authority. There is not a single nation on earth that can be called “a believing community.” A
community under the command and leadership of a messenger, and implementing all of God’s Laws is
called a “believing community.” Hence, the punishments are already decreed:
REVEALED: The G.V. of Allah letters is 63, being a multiple of 7.
The G.V. of my name letters is 228, which is a multiple of 19.
This reveals the Sacred Codes of 7 (being part of Code of 14) and 19. Praise be to Allah.
REVEALED: The G.V. of Allah letters is 63, and my letters is 228, the difference clearly is 165,
SubhanAllah, this reveals “THE ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY OF ALLAH,” as it is the G.V. of “La
Elaha Ella Allah,” (the Shahadah), and His attribute of “Al-Samad.” (The Absoluteness).
“Peace be upon the messengers.”
And Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe.
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